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Reimagine your boundaries. We’ll get you there.

MODEL SIZE SRL LENGTH

SKP301SML SML

2.25mSKP301UNI UNI

SKP301XXL XXL

This product is subject to a 6 monthly detailed inspection. A rescue plan 
shall be in place to deal with any emergencies that could arise.  

MULTI-PURPOSE HEIGHT SAFETY KIT

SKP301

The ZERO® Construction Plus is the complete Kit for the 
construction site. From temporary anchorage to EWP’s, this kit is 
designed for comfort and durability over long periods of work. 

The kit including the 3D moisture-wicking Tradesman Harness 
from our ZERO® Plus range, our advanced ZERO® Pinnacle Exo 
multi-impact tested helmet, the Ventura rope line with a built-in 
ZERO® energy absorption system and self-locking rope grab and 
the ZERO® Tradesmate adjustable webbing lanyard. The kit is 
completed with a webbing sling, carabiners and packaged in our 
heavy-duty ventilated kit bag.

RATING: 140kg (Harness) / 100kg (Lanyard) 

CERTIFICATION:  
Refer to individual product for standards
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TRADEMATE  
SINGLE ADJUSTABLE 
WEBBING LANYARD 

LTZ0WX5

The TradeMate is an adjustable 

webbing lanyard ideal for working 

in a restrained position on 

elevated work platforms. The 

TradeMate is constructed with a 

durable 32mm polyester webbing 

which can be adjusted from 1.2m 

to 2m

LOGIX  
SELF-RETRACTING WEBBING 
LIFELINE

LLRZ0W5

The Logix self-retracting webbing 

lifeline (SRL) is a lightweight 

fall protection device that can 

connect to any full body harness. 

Designed to be used vertically, Its 

self-locking system ensures it’s 

ready to engage.

TRADESMAN  
MULTI-PURPOSE HARNESS

HTP0017

Providing all the comfort and 

benefits of the ZERO® Plus range, 

the Tradesman is the ideal fall 

arrest harness for the worker 

that requires comfort as well as 

durability.

PINNACLE EXO
VENTED MULTI-IMPACT 
TESTED HELMET

ZPE01

A light and comfortable design for 

industrial, construction, work at 

heights and abseil use. Includes 

slots for cap attached ear 

protectors and capacity for direct 

fit visors.

SLING  

WEBBING SLING

ASP000W/015

OX SCREW  

SCREW GATE OVAL CARABINER

PJ501

KIT BAG
VENTILATED KIT BAG  

ZKB

A great way to protect and store 

height safety equipment. The kit 

bag features a breathable insert, 

draw strap and carry strap.

KIT INCLUDES  


